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ABSTRACT
In cloud computing infrastructure, usually cloud user has to rely on cloud service provider for transfer of data into it. It is still a matter of great concern for a cloud user to trust security and reliability of cloud services. There is major need of bringing reliability, transparency and security in cloud model for client satisfaction. The cloud user data resides on virtual machines which are located on a shared environment which makes it vulnerable to many attacks. In this paper we propose a trust model for cloud architecture which uses mobile agent as security agents to acquire useful information from the virtual machine which the user and service provider can utilize to keep track of privacy of their data and virtual machines. These agents monitor virtual machine integrity and authenticity. Security agents can dynamically move in the network, replicate itself according to requirement and perform the assigned tasks like accounting and monitoring of virtual machines.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides dynamically scalable infrastructure or virtualized resources in the form of services over the Internet. It is a model for enabling scalable, on demand network access to a shared pool of usable computing resources that can be provisioned and released with minimal effort and cloud service provider interaction [1]. Cloud computing paradigm uses virtualization approach to provide resources to the users on which they have full administrative control. Cloud infrastructure is implemented on VM’s which are remotely located. Any user who wants to access his data or any application has to send request to cloud service provider who intern replies with an address or a pointer to the services. Existing cloud infrastructures use virtualization techniques with hypervisors to transparently allocate resources of physical hosts for a service provider’s virtual machines (VMs). A key benefit of virtualization is that it allows running multiple operating systems on a single physical system where underlying hardware resources are shared [2]. For our paper we have studied the Xen virtual environment which consists of Xen Hypervisor, Domain 0 (DOM0), Domain Management and Control (Xen DM&C), Domain U (DOMU) paravirtualized virtual machines (PV) Guest and Domain U (DOMU) fully virtualized machines (HVM) Guest. The Xen hypervisor is the basic abstraction layer of software that provides direct interaction between hardware and operating systems. It manages tasks like CPU scheduling and memory partitioning of the various virtual machines running on the hardware device [2]. As VMs share the common processing environment, it has to control the execution of VMs too. The hypervisor keeps no knowledge of networking, external storage devices, video, or any other common I/O functions found on a computing system [3]. Domain 0 is a modified Linux kernel. It is a special virtual machine that is running on the Xen hypervisor has rights to access physical I/O resources and interact with the other virtual machines (Domain U PV and HVM Guests) running on the hypervisor. It handles all requests from all Domain U VM’s. Domain 0 VM contains two drivers:

i. The Network Backend Driver which communicates directly with the local networking hardware to process all virtual machines requests from the Domain U guests.

ii. The Block Backend Driver communicating with the local storage disk to read and write data from the drive based upon Domain U requests helps to accomplish the other VMs request.

Mobile agents are mobile code based systems enhancing features of the software agents systems such as autonomy, reactivity, proactivity, communication and social ability, by providing them mobility [4]. A mobile agent is just an executable program, which is able to migrate across the network bringing its own code and execution state. The idea of a self-controlled execution that is able to migrate close to data source was proposed by [5, 6] as a better option to replace the client-server infrastructure with a more efficient and flexible mode of communication. Mobile agents bring with them many advantages like load balancing, fault tolerance, network management etc.

Recently a new practice of utilizing these agents for security purposes has been introduced. For example [7] proposes a mobile agent-based technique which allows wireless sensor networks (WSN) applications to exhibit self-healing, self-configuration and self-optimization and programmability properties. On the other hand [8] has proposed an integration of a Cloud on GRID architecture with a mobile agent platform. This architecture offers Virtual clusters giving full
administrative control to cloud users, over an existent GRID architecture and its security infrastructure. Here mobile agent platform can add and configure services on the virtual clusters. For virtual machines [9] proposed a trusted computing based trust model which enables periodical and necessity-driven integrity measurements and remote attestations of vital parts of cloud computing infrastructures. It presents a remote attestation system called BonaFides system which is used for runtime detection of unintended or malicious modifications of cloud infrastructure. Using trusted computing technology, it protects the BonaFides system from tampering.

In this paper we propose a trust model based on security agents, which are simple mobile agents providing security at virtual machine level and entry point of cloud network to cloud clients and service providers for managing their resources and data securely and effectively. These mobile agents not only provide security measures but also ensure accounting and monitoring of activities in the virtual machine whether its normal or malicious, so that client is kept aware of his data. In case of any alarming conditions, client is notified and can take necessary action required. The security agents are posted at three locations in the cloud environment that is, entry level, Domain 0 level and Domain U level of Xen. This paper is divided into five sections, where section II defines the problem statement in the cloud environment. Section III and IV discuss the proposed architecture and model and finally section V concludes the paper.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In cloud computing architecture organizations generally delegates its system administrations and operations to cloud services. Although the organization wants to control the flow and integrity of data as well as monitor the malicious activities of cloud service providers. A single point of failure cannot be permitted to allow for any data loss. As shown in Figure 2, the data may not be located at a central repository but distributed at several geographical nodes in the cloud. This provides multiple points for security breach thus allowing easy intrusion. Compared to a traditional in house computing, it might be difficult to track the security breach in a cloud computing environment [10]. And in current cloud architecture cloud providers do not provide facility of monitoring security, location monitoring, authenticity and integrity of hardware, software and data. It’s in the nature of virtualization that an attacker might successfully escape from virtualized environment, thus requiring consideration to vulnerability to virtualization [11]. Also cloud providers do not provide facility of monitoring amount of resources used by customer. In a cloud environment users cannot specify where their data is placed. Users are concerned about the locations of cloud provider systems. Furthermore, concerns like who controls the encryption and decryption keys, integrity of data, and fluid and dynamic nature of virtual machines makes it difficult to maintain the consistency of security and ensure auditability of records [12].

To overcome this problem we propose a system in which the concept of mobile agent is introduces at multiple levels in the cloud infrastructure to get assured of the security measures taken into account by cloud provider. We use this agent for monitoring resources and their utilization in requesting further new resources if required. This mobile agent is also helpful in building the trust between various entities communicating with each other via a secure and reliable communication.

This agent also works as a security agent by implementing trusted computing infrastructure through authenticating hardware/software integrity. [13] has studied and enlisted some security threats, risks and vulnerabilities associated with cloud computing. The seven threats identified are:

- Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing
- Insecure Application Programming Interfaces
- Malicious Insiders
- Shared Technology Vulnerabilities
- Data Loss/Leakage
- Account, Service & Traffic Hijacking
- Unknown Risk Profile

Figure 1: Xen Virtual Machine Architecture

Figure 2: Cloud Architecture
Also the risks investigated are securing critical information like the protection of intellectual property, trade secrets, personally identifiable information that could fall into the wrong hands leading to violation of security policies. Making sensitive information available on the internet requires a considerable investment in security controls and monitoring of access to the contents. In the cloud environment, storage and backup processes are usually completely or partially hidden from the users and limited or no physical access to storage devices by the cloud computing provider. Also, cloud has multi-tenant environment, the data from multiple customers may be stored in a single repository, thus forensic inspection of the storage media and a proper understanding of file access and deletion can be a significant challenge [13].

3. ARCHITECTURE

In their paper [14] has described how the combination of existing research thrusts has the potential to alleviate many of the concerns impeding adoption. They advocate the seamless extension of control from the enterprise into the cloud through the powerful combination of high-assurance remote server integrity, and cryptographic protocols supporting computation on cipher text. Here in our work, we provide all the prerequisites for cloud security using mobile agents as the security agents. In the proposed model we implement security at three checkpoints in the cloud environment. The first checkpoint is at the communication level in the network, the second at hypervisor in the virtual machine and finally at each particular instance of virtual machine allocated to each user. To accomplish this scenario three mobile agents are used in the proposed model and their nomenclature is done as Mobile Agent1 (MB1), Mobile Agent2 (MB2) and Mobile Agent3 (MB3). Agent MB1 is placed at entry point of cloud and is directly under control of client. Agent MB1 is used for secure communication establishment between cloud provider and the client exchanging data securely and managing cloud resources on behalf of client. Another agent MB2 is employed at DOM0 virtual machine. Actually MB2 mobile agent tracks down all the actions performed by the service provider and infrastructure provider in DOM0, and reports any anomalous behavior to MB1, which intern notifies client. MB2 also checks integrity of drivers and applications running over DOM0. At last but not the least, agent MB3 is deployed at each virtual machine instance of the client and tracks all the activities of DOMU virtual machine and monitors any malicious activities of shared virtual machines and also DOM0. In case of any anomalous behavior of the machine it sends notification to MB1, thus giving control of data to client. Thus DOMU is kept secure from shared environment as well as DOM0 virtual machine. This agent to agent communication is completely encrypted and secure from attack scenarios. A session key is generated for communication between agents. This also monitors the flow of our data in cloud. In the above described figure 3, the locations of MB2 and MB3 mobile agents are shown along with their respective labels. The hypervisor controls communication between client applications and virtual machines. In next section we describe our proposed architecture.

4. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section we discuss the proposed model. Here cloud environment is considered to have three components which are client, cloud service provider and resource pool which is under control of the infrastructure provider. The whole procedure can be summarized in following steps:

Step1: Cloud service provider and client must authenticate each other. This can be performed by username password or other mechanism. SSL key is established for secure communication as shown in Figure 4.

Step2: After above authentication procedure, MB1 is transferred from client to service provider site. Client and server must check authenticity and integrity of mobile agent as shown in Figure 5.

Step3: MB1 is activated and establishes a new session key with client side. This key is kept secret from service provider which is then used for secure communication and hides data from cloud service provider.

Step4: MB1 requests for resources from cloud service provider on the behalf of client according to requirement and service load. MB1 also monitor resource usage and post a check on cloud provider for false uses.
logging and accounting of data for security audit purposes. This mobile agent is also helpful in building the trust between various entities communicating with each other via a secure and reliable communication.
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